Health Education & Behavior
Special Issue: An Anthology of and Tribute to the Life and Works of Noreen M. Clark

The October 2014 issue of Health Education & Behavior (Vol 41, No 5) is dedicated to the life and work of Dr. Noreen M. Clark, a former Editor of Health Education Quarterly and HE&B, who passed away suddenly in 2013. Noreen was a Past President and Distinguished Fellow of the Society for Public Health Education, the Myron E. Wegman Distinguished University Professor and Director of the Center for Managing Chronic Disease, and former Dean of the School of Public Health at the University of Michigan. This 103-page special issue reflects upon Noreen’s legacy to the field and the lives she touched throughout her extraordinary career. Included is an anthology and bibliography of her scientific contributions, 8 of Noreen’s previously published seminal studies, and perspectives of many colleagues and friends. The issue can be used in the classroom with students and stands a special collector’s item. SOPHE has a limited number of copies available and can ship to a central address for your dissemination.

Price includes Ground Shipping

- 1-10 copies $14 each
- 11-20 copies $12 each
- 21 or more Contact the SOPHE Office

Scan and email this form to: sopheintern@sophe.org

Or Fax to: (202) - 408-9815
Questions? (202) 408-9804